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IT’S COMING
I INTERNATIONAL
STRATEGY MEETING
During ISM we will discuss the most

IMPORTANT:

important changes for the future of the

- The Working Materials will be published
this week

Association. As you may have guessed, the

- You will find there the list of topics to

main point of the agenda will be Board

discuss with your Boards in advance;

Reform and all the consequences of it, but
we will also take up other, side topics such

- Each delegation shall represent the

as Human Resources Strategy or Diversity

opinion of the National Group during

and Inclusion.

workshops;

We’re going to
start shaping new
future for ELSA!

- We do not recommend exchanging the
Officers taking part in the event during
workshops;

2021, we’re ready!

- Don’t be afraid to ask questions even if
you’re not participating in the event.

!
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Information has the power
One of the most important internal activities of
the Association has been recently started.
Feedback from our members and participants of
our projects will help us to grow. ELSA is
constantly changing, new generations of law
students join bringing new ideas and vision for
further development. As current officers we’re
responsible for ensuring that their voice will be
heard and suggestions will be taken into
consideration.
Please, share it with everyone you can. ELSA
International will prepare the detailed analysis of
the results and. If you need data from your
country we’re ready to share it. Remember, that’s
for the good of the entire Network.
ELSA members - click here
Non-ELSA members - click here
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Milestones

EXTERNAL RELATIONS
ACADEMY
Initially, there was an impulse - to help you deal with immediate problems with the partners.
After some time, however, I came to the conclusion that the solving issues should start from
the ground instead of dealing only with symptoms. And this is how a kind of Academy was
created. Below you will find a brief summary of what has already happened and what are
the plans for the future.

9 countries has already decided to take part in the initiative

We’re working during frequent meetings (once per week/2 weeks) on
external relations strategy development

Officers are creating or upgrading marketing materials, updating
databases, defining needs and expectations, conducting researches,
and structuring tailored offers

I provide you with necessary assistance, access to solutions
implemented on the international level and my suggestions for
improvements, trying to stimulate your work.

If you want to join us, feel free to send me a text or email and we can
schedule a meeting. REMEMBER, structure of our calls is tailored to
your needs and previously described expectations.
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Mid-term evaluation
So here we are! Halfway through our term of
office is almost behind us, which means we have
a moment to reflect on what to do next.
You work hard every day, dealing with numerous
problems but you certainly have your thoughts
about the Association and I would like to know
them.
- What do you consider your success and
what went wrong?
- What possibilities of changes do you
see?
- How do you find the cooperation with
me and my Board? What can we do
better?
We will discuss all of these points during our
evaluation calls!
Please, expect the Doodle and emails about it
soon. I will adapt to your schedules and
remember that it’s not the test!
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Contact

Let’s Connect

BEE Team 2020/2021

Boulevard Général Jacques 239
Brussels B-1050, Belgium

president@elsa.org

+32 646 2626
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elsa@elsa.org
www.elsa.org

